where the mesh is optimized to the l)claunav or some other criterion [3] . If straighl-forwar(I element subdivision is employed,without any subsequentoptimization procedure,strict hierarchicalsubdivision rules must be followed,otherwisemeshquality degradesrapidly with eachsubsequentadaptation phase [5, 6] . The advantagesof point insertion and optimization methods are potentially smoother adapted mesh point, distributions with higher quality connectivity, while subdivision techniques benefit from efficiencyand the ability to easily incorporatede-refinement.For highly stretched meshestypically employedin viscousflow regions,the Delaunay construction is no longer optimal, and face-edgeswapping basedon somemore appropriate criterion must be employed. Although optimization based on the minimum-maximum angle has often been advocatedfor such cases,it has beenfound to be much less reliable than the use of a forced comlectivity such as one obtains through subdivision techniques,particularly for high stretching in the presenceof curvature. Local optimization techniquesand hierarchical subdivision methodsare in somesensemutually exclusive,sincethe edge-faceswapping operation destroysthe hierarchical relationship with previousgrid levels. Figure  ,I " t_ermil, t ed subdivision lyl)es for pyra, midal elements (interHd edges omilt,ed for example, if the neighboring element is a hexahedron,this cell can be subdivided into six pyramids by inserting a vertex at its centroid, and the appropriate pyramid can then be split, into two tetrahedra in order to conformto the facesubdivision pattern. This is similar to the point insertion procedureusedin [17]to preventpropagationof hexahedralrefinement. In both cases,the modifications to tile meshare performedat the end of the adaptation phaseprior to the flow solution phase. Thesemodifications are not included in tile hierarchical refinement descriptionof the mesh,which may allow hanging edges,and which forms the beginning state for subsequentrefinements,sinceany further refinement of a cell with a hanging edgewill result in isotropic refinementof its parent and thus removalof the hangillg edge.
In this work, both approacheshave been implemented. However, the examplesshown below haveall beenperformed using the additional point isertion method.
5
Implementation Aspects than those required by the flow solver. Tile flow solverrequiresonly a singledata-structure to computethe discretiza.t.ion on mixed elementmeshes, i.e. the edgedata-structure. On the other hand, the adaptive meshingmodule requiresthe edgedata-structure as well, but also requires the cell-to-vertex data-structure, a.swell as the cell-to-edgedata-struct.ures,since refinement is achievedby flagging edgesfor refinenlent, but the subdivision decisionsare performedon an elementbasis. In addition, all the hierarchica.1 information must be stored. The flow solver of reference[t0] can operate at. approximately 100 to 150 words per vertex. For tetrahedral meshes,the cell-to-vert.exand cell-to-edge data-slructures alone consumea.pproximately60 wordsper vertex. Theseadditional data-structuresthus require a substantial a.mounl of memory, and it. is a non-trivial task to ensure t.hat the adaplive meshingmodule memoryrequirementsdo not exceedthoseof the flow solver. 
Results
A "conservative" adaptive refinement; strategy is adopted in the following cases. We begin with relatively well resolved initial grids, and set the refinement tolerances to produce "liberal" amounts of refinement, generally increasing the number of mesh points by a factor of 3 to 4 at each refinement pass, and thus employ a small number of refinement levels. This is in contrast to the often advocated approach of using a large number of refinement levels in conjunction with a. vet"3' coarse initial grid to obtain a so-called "optimal" final mesh. Our conservativeapproachis dictated by tile lack of reliableerror estimators. In tile following examples,tile undivided gradient of density is usedas a refinement criterion. A threshold value is set as an input parameter, and any cells whose valuesexceed the threshold are flagged for refinement. Additional refinement is then determined by lhe iterations required to obtain compatible refinement patterns. The firsl example consists of the inviscid flow over an aircraft configuration using a fldly tetrahedral mesh. The initial mesh is depicted in Figure 7 . This mesh was generated using Figure  9 , using 100 nmltigrid cycles. Both codes were compiled using 64 bit real precision and 32 bit integer precision.
In its present form, the mesh adaptation module may be applied to fully tetrahedral meshes as well as mixed element meshes.
As a subset of these cases, block structured meshes can also be handled by treating them as a set of unstructured hexahedra. ' ---
_y, ,>e",2'_">,'>-..... The mesh is a(la.l)te(l twice (luring the solution process, resulting ill the final mesh (lel)icte(l in Figure  14 . This mesh contains a total of 1. 
